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Abstract 
Cochand, M., A. Gaillard and H. Groflin, Lattice matrices, intersection of ring families and 
dicuts, Discrete Mathematics 110 (1992) 61-80. 
Lattice matrices are O/l-matrices used in the description of certain lattice polyhedra and related 
to dicuts in a graph. The incidence matrix A’ of a so-called intersection of two ring families and 
the incidence matrix AD of all dicuts of a graph are examples of such matrices. After showing 
that any lattice matrix A can be obtained from some matrix A’ by deletion or some AD by 
contraction, we first describe the convex hull of the rows of A’, CONV(A’), as the solution set 
of a system x 3 0, Ex s 1, Rx G 0, which is tdi. We then derive the main result, the description 
of CONV(A) by another tdi system. As applications, the polyhedral description of all dicuts in 
a graph, CONV(AD), and that of all convex sets of bounded length in a poset are established. 
1. Introduction 
Lattice polyhedra constitute a class of integer polyhedra described by systems of 
inequalities which are box totally dual integral. They are given in the form 
8={x:e cx < d, Ax c r} where the inequalities of Ax c r are indexed by a 
lattice and the columns of A and the right hand side r have certain properties on 
the lattice. These polyhedra have been introduced by Hoffman and Schwartz [7] 
and studied further in [6,8,9]. They are closely related to other models of integer 
polyhedra, in particular the submodular flow model of Edmonds and Giles [3], 
and Schrijver provided a thorough insight in the various models, their interrela- 
tions and applications in [12]. 
In this paper, we consider O/l-matrices A used in the description of a subclass 
of lattice polyhedra, which we call lattice matrices. Several facts about them can 
be derived from known results. In particular, it follows from the work of 
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Schrijver [12] that lattice matrices are essentially incidence matrices of a family of 
dicuts in a graph, however not the family of all dicuts. On the other hand, the 
optimization problem: maximize CAi over all rows Ai of A, can be shown to be 
equivalent to the problem of minimizing a modular function over a ring family, a 
well-solved problem (cf. Cunningham [2] and Picard [lo]). Our main purpose is 
to give a polyhedral description of CONV(A), the convex hull of the rows of A. 
In our task of describing CONV(A), some intermediary results of interest on 
their own are derived. In particular, the case where A is the incidence matrix of 
what we call the intersection of two ring families yields a nice description of 
CONV(A) and plays a pivotal role in our approach. We also call attention to two 
results as applications, namely the polyhedral description of all dicuts and that of 
all convex sets of bounded length in a poset. The latter sets introduce a notion 
which generalizes antichains as well as convex sets of a poset. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, lattice matrices are introduced 
and three examples, intersection of two ring families, convex sets of bounded 
length in a poset and dicuts in a graph are given. It is then shown that any lattice 
matrix can be generated from the incidence matrix of either an intersection of 
ring families (through deletion) or dicuts (through contraction). Section 3 
establishes the polyhedral description of the intersection of ring families by a 
system of inequalities which is totally dual integral. An edge-bicolored graph 
allows to characterize intersections and find a relatively simple formulation of the 
mentioned system with the help of paths and circuits. The material of this section 
draws from a previous unpublished report of the authors [l]. Section 4 capitalizes 
on the results of Sections 2 and 3 to find a polyhedral description of CONV(A). 
Using polar polyhedra and the polar relation between deletion and contraction, 
this description is derived via that of an intersection of ring families. Again, a 
multicolored graph can be associated to the lattice matrix. Vectors related to 
paths and circuits of a certain color pattern yield then a formulation of another 
totally dual integral system describing CONV(A). Section 5 concludes with two 
applications. 
Throughout the paper, we use the following definitions and notations. For 
S E V, ,$ is the complement of S and for the singleton {u}, we simply write u. Let 
A E RJxE be a matrix with rows Aj E [WE, j E J. Then CONV(A) denotes the 
convex hull of the rows of A, i.e. CONV(A) = CONV({Aj: i EJ}) and 
CONV(A, 0) = CONV({Aj: i E J} U {0}), wher 0 is the vector in [WE with all its 
components equal to 0. Let 9 be a family of subsets of E. By the incidence matrix 
of the family p, we mean any matrix A E (0, l}JxE with rows Ai, j E J, being the 
incidence vectors of the members of 9, the ordering of the rows of A being 
irrelevant. All mentioned graphs shall be directed; all paths and circuits shall be 
directed and elementary, unless specified otherwise. We denote by V(P) the 
node-set and by E(P) the edge-set of a path P and we often identify P with its 
node sequence, e.g. P = (v,, . . . , v,) or edge sequence (analogously for a 
circuit). For a graph G = (V, E) and e E E, denote by t(e) its tail and by h(e) its 
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head. For any S E V, 
6,(S) = {e E E: t(e) ES, h(e) E s} and yG(S) = {e E E: t(e), h(e) ES}. 
When the underlying graph G is obvious, we simply use 6(S) or y(S). For any set 
E, x E [WE and S G E, x(S) denotes the sum C {x,: e E S} and supp(x) = {e E E: 
x, # 0} the support of X. 
Finally, we assume that the reader is familiar with basic concepts of polyhedral 
combinatorics, such as integer polyhedron, totally dual integral (tdi) and box 
totally dual integral (box tdi) systems of inequalities [ll]. 
2. Lattice matrices, intersection of ring families and dicuts 
2.1. Lattice polyhedra and matrices 
The following definitions and results from the subject of lattice polyhedra shall 
be needed. 
Let 9 be a finite distributive lattice with partial order s, meet A and join v , 
minimal and maximal element m and M. The function f : 9+ R is said to be 
submodular if for any S, T E 9, f(S A T) +f(S v T) <f(S) +f(T), and modular 
if equality holds for any S, T E 9. The O/l-valued function f : 9+ (0, l} is 
consecutive if for any S, T, R E 59 with S < T < R, f(s) =f(R) = 1 implies 
f(T) = 1. (We observe at this point that such a function admits a nice 
representation in a weighted poset, as shall be seen in Proposition 2.8.) 
We consider matrices A E (0, l}“xJ which are formed as follows: 9 is a lattice 
as above, J is a finite set and the columns of A, say fi E J, are nonzero and define 
O/l-valued functions on 9 which are consecutive, modular, and such that 
J(m) =fi(M) = 0. F or b revity, let us call such a matrix A a lattice matrix. Note 
that A contains rows with all elements zero (for the elements m and M of 9). 
Lattice matrices together with a suitable right-hand side vector describe a 
subclass of lattice polyhedra as well as a subclass of submodular flows, and the 
following holds [3,6]. 
Theorem 2.1. Let A E (0, 1}9xJ be a lattice matrix and r : 9+ Q be a submodu- 
lar function. Then the system of inequalities An s r is box tdi. 
A well-known corollary is that the polyhedron {x E R’: e GX cd, Ax c r} is 
integer if additionally r : 9- 2% and e, d E {Z U f~}~. 
On the other hand, any lattice matrix A E (0, 1}9xJ can be interpreted as the 
incidence matrix of a family of combinatorial objects, namely the family of subsets 
of J whose incidence vectors are the rows of A. We give three examples of lattice 
matrices interpreted in this manner which shall be used in the sequel. 
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2.2. Examples 
Intersection of ring families. Let V be a finite ground set. A ring family % on V is 
a family of subsets of V closed with respect to intersection and union. A proper 
ring family on V is a ring family whose members include 0 and V. Let % and 9 be 
two proper ring families on V and define 
We shall call 22 the intersection of the ring families % and 9. Occasionally, we 
refer also to the members of .Y as intersections (it shall be clear from the context 
which meaning is applicable). Note that a same set L could be the intersection of 
more than one pair C, D. 9? only lists distinct sets. 
Proposition 2.2. Let 9 = {(C, D): C E %, D E 53 and C U D = V}. For all v E V, 
define fv:S+{O, l} by f,(C, D)= 1 f I v E C rl D and = 0 otherwise, for all 
(C, D) E 9. Then A E (0, l}Fxv with columns fU, v E V, is a lattice matrix and, up 
to duplicate rows, is the incidence matrix of the intersection of %? and 9. 
Proof. It is straightforward to check that 9 is a distributive lattice with ordering, 
meet and join defined by (C, D)<(C’, D’) if CL C’ and D 1 D’, (C, D) A 
(C’, D’) = (C n C’, D U D’), (C, D) v (C’, 0’) = (C U C’, D n D’). The func- 
tions fv, v E V, are consecutive and modular and have value zero on the minimum 
(0, V) and the maximum (V, 0) of 9. A with columns fv, v E V, is precisely the 
incidence matrix, say AZ of the family 22 of intersections, up to the fact that a 
row of A z might appear several times in A. Cl 
Convex sets of bounded length in a poset. This example defines subsets of a 
partially ordered set (poset) which generalize convex sets as well as antichains. 
Let V be a finite poset. A set S _c V is convex if u, w ES, v E V and u < v < w 
implies v E S. Let further be given a length vector 4 E R y and a bound k E R. For 
any set S E V, define the length e(S) of S by e(S) = max{ C { 8,: v E B}: B E S, B 
chain of V}. In other words, the length of a chain is defined as usual by the sum 
of the lengths of its elements, and that of a set S by the length of a longest chain 
contained in S. Consider the family of all convex sets of length less or equal to k. 
Clearly, if k is large enough, it consists of all convex sets of V. If C is chosen to 
have all its components 1 and k = 1, it is the family of antichains of P. 
Let a set C G V be called a lower ideal if u E C, v E V and v s u implies v E C, 
and a set D c V be called an upper ideal if u E D, v E V and v 2 u implies v E D. 
Proposition 2.3. Let % and $3 be the families of lower and upper ideals of V, and 
let 9 = {(C, 0): C E (e, D E 9, C U D = V and e(C n D) G k}. Define the fv’s and 
A E (0, l}“x’ us in Proposition 2.2. Then A is a Lattice matrix and, up to duplicate 
rows, is the incidence matrix of the family of convex sets of length s k. 
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Proof. Clearly, %’ and 9 are proper ring families on V, hence by Proposition 2.2, 
9’ = {(C, 0): C E %, D E 9 and CUD = V} is a distributive lattice with 
ordering, operations A and v defined as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, and the 
functions fv have the required properties on 9’. 
We show that 9 = {(C, D) E 9’: QC n D) s k} is a sublattice of 9’. Consider 
(C, D) and (C’, D’) E 9. Suppose that for 
i.e. 
(C, D) A (C’, D’) = (C r-l C’, D U D’), l’((C I-? C’) fl (D U D’)) > k, 
(cnc’)n(Duo’)=(cnc’no)u(cnc’nD’) 
contains a chain B = {zJ~, n2, . . . , v4} with ZJ~ < Q,<. - -<v, and C(B) >k. 
Without loss of generality, v1 E (C fl C’) fl D, and therefore by definition of 9, 
ZQED, i=l,..., q. Hence B E C tl C’ n D G C fl D, contradicting (C, D) E 9. 
Hence (C, D) A (C’, D’) E 9. Analogously, one shows (C, D) v (C’, D’) E 9. 
The fv’s are consecutive and modular on 9, and since the minimum (0, V) and 
maximum (V, 0) of 9’ are also in 9, the fV’s are zero-valued on the minimum 
and maximum of 9. Hence A E (0, l}*xv with columns fV restricted to 9 is a 
lattice matrix. 
Finally, any convex set can be represented as C O D for some C E %, D E 9 
with C U D = V [4], and clearly, any intersection C fl D, C E 92, D E 9, is a 
convex set. Therefore, A is the incidence matrix of the family of all convex sets of 
length bounded by k (up to duplicate rows). 0 
Dicuts. Let G = (V, E) be a graph. A dicut is an edge set S(s) such that 
0 c S c V and 6(S) = 0 [3]. Let us allow also S = 0 or V. Observe that no edge of 
a circuit of G can be in any dicut of G. We can contract all circuits of G without 
affecting the family of dicuts and assume therefore that G is acyclic. 
Proposition 2.4. The incidence matrix of the family of all dicuts of G is a lattice 
matrix. 
Proof. The proposition follows from more general results of [12] and can be 
easily shown: let 9 be the lattice of all subsets S of V with 6(S) = 0 (with meet n 
and join U) and A E (0, l}*xE be the matrix whose rows are the incidence 
vectors of S(s), S E 9. The columns of A are consecutive, modular and 
zero-valued on the minimum and maximum of the lattice. Hence A is a lattice 
matrix and the incidence matrix of the dicuts of G. 0 
Remarks. Some preliminary observations regarding the three examples can be 
made. First, although similar arguments are used in the first and second 
examples, they differ in the following sense. On one hand, the family of convex 
sets of bounded length in a poset is not in general an intersection of ring families, 
since the latter always includes as a member the whole set V. On the other hand, 
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convex sets involve a pair of ring families which are related to each other in a 
particular and simple way, and therefore are not representative of the general 
intersection case. 
Regarding the first an third examples, it can be shown that the intersection of 
ring families is equivalent to the family of dicuts--restricted to a subset of 
edges-in a certain graph. The construction uses the well-known fact that a 
proper ring family can be represented as the collection of node sets associated 
with dicuts in a graph. 
The following section settles the question of how these examples as well as 
lattice matrices in general are related; in fact, it shall be shown that intersections 
of ring families as well as dicuts can be viewed as prototypes for generating any 
lattice matrix. 
2.3. Generating lattice matrices 
The following notions of deletion and contraction, similar to those used by 
Fulkerson in his blocking theory, shall be needed. Given a matrix A E rWyJ, the 
deletion of U, U cJ, means: drop all columns j E U of A, together with all rows 
of A having a positive entry in a column j E U. Contracting U, U cJ, means 
dropping all columns j E U. The following results shall be shown. 
Theorem 2.5. For any lattice matrix A, there exists an incidence matrix A’ of 
dicuts and a subset E of columns of A’ such that contracting E yields A. 
Theorem 2.6. For any lattice matrix A, there exists an incidence matrix A’ of 
intersections of ring families and a subset U of columns of A’ such that deleting U 
yields A. 
The proofs shall make use of two standard results, the representation of a ring 
family in a graph mentioned previously and summarized in Proposition 2.7, and 
the representation of a modular function in a weighted poset (Proposition 2.8). 
Proposition 2.7. Let (e be a proper ring family on V and define the following 
graph GW = (V, E) on V: for any distinct v, w E V, (v, w) E E if and only if 
v E C E % implies w E C. Then % is the family of node sets S c V such that 
6(S) = 0. (Such sets are sometimes called closures of Gw [2, lo].) 
We shall refer to GV as the graph representing %. 
Given a distributive lattice 9, let U U m, m 4 U, denote the set of join- 
irreducible elements of 9 (i.e. FE U, F = F’ v F” for F’, F” E 9 implies F = F’ 
or F = F”). U as a subset of 9 is again a poset. For any S E 9, define the lower 
ideal Fs = {F E U: F c S} in U and let 
9’ = {Fs E U: S E S}. (2.1) 
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It is well known that 5 is isomorphic to 9’, S E 9 corresponding to Fs E 9’. In 
this setting, m E 9 corresponds to 0 E 9’. A join-irreducible element S E .F - m is 
an element of 17; as such, we will denote it by s. 
Proposition 2.8. Let 9 be a distributive lattice with U and 9’ defined as above, 
and f: 9+ (0, l} be modular, consecutive and such that f # 0, f(m) = f (M) = 0. 
Define 
S’ = /\ {S E %: f (S) = l}, 
S2 = v {S E 9: f(S) = l}, 
s3 = A {S E 9: s + S’}. 
Then sl, s3 E U. Moreover, the weight function w : U-+ R’ with w(s’) = 1, w(s3) = 
-1, and w(s) = 0 otherwise, represents f in the following sense: f(S) = w(F,j = 
C {w(v): v E es:,> for all S E 9. 
Proof. It follows from results of Schrijver [12, p. 3421 that s’, s3 E U, and S3 is 
the unique minimum of {S E 9: S f S’}. Moreover, f(Sj = 1 if and only if 
S’ <S<S2, hence if and only if S’ c S and S3 =$ S. Therefore f(S) = w (Fs) for 
any S l 9. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. The proof immediately follows from the equivalence of 
certain lattice polyhedra with the submodular flow model shown by Schrijver [12, 
p. 3421. As a consequence, any lattice matrix A E (0, 1}Fx-’ is the incidence 
matrix of a family of dicuts {S(Sj: S E 9’) in a graph G = (U, J), where 9’ 
defined by (2.1) is a proper ring family on U isomorphic to 9. Let G,-, = (U, E) 
be the graph representing 9’ and form the graph H = (U, J U E). A is obtained 
from the incidence matrix of all dicuts of H by contracting E. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Let A E (0, l}sx’ be a lattice matrix. Consider 9 as the 
proper ring family of lower ideals of U defined in (2.1) (i.e. Fs is identified with 
S). AS in Proposition 2.8, let for each column fi, j E J, of A, sf, sf be the elements 
defining the weight function wj representing 6. Define wt(sj = max{O, wj(s)}, 
WI(S) = max(0, -Wj(s)}, s E U, and w,*(S) = C {w;(v): v E S}, S E 5, * = +, -. 
Let 
c,={i~J:w:(S)=l}, Ds={;~J:w,~(Sj=0} forallSe9, 
(e = {C,: s E S}, 9 = {Ds: S E 9}_ 
We show first that %Z and 9 are proper ring families on J. Let S, T E 9. 
Cs II Cr = {i EJ: w;(S) = w,?(T) = l}. By the definition of wi, w;(S) = 
w,+(T) = 1 iff s,! E S fl T. Therefore C, tl CT = C,,, Similarly, one shows 
Cs U CT = Cso, Ds fl DT = Dsur and Ds U DT = Dsnr. Hence % and 6% are 
ring families. Also, since w,?(@j = w,y(@j = 0 and w,?(M) = w,:(M) = 1 because 
f f 0, C,,, = 0, 0, = J, CM = J and D,+, = 0, therefore % and 9 are proper. 
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Next, from the definition of WI, % , and 9 follows that A is the incidence 
matrix of the family {Cs fl Ds: S E F} and that C, U Ds = J for all S E 9. 
Therefore, A is the incidence matrix of a subfamily of the intersection 
~Y={C~ID:CE%‘, De97 and CUD=J} 
={Csf7D,:S, TE%andC,UD,=J}. 
The intersections C, n DT for S # T are, however, unwanted. To be able to 
remove them through deletion, we shall extend J to a set J U U and %’ and 9 to 
ring families %‘” and 9” so that the incidence matrix of the intersection of W” 
and gdu precisely yields A after deletion of CJ. 
Define: 
%o={C,U=CsUS:SE~}, 9”={D~=DsuS:S~5}. 
c: n G = c&‘,,, c: u c,” = Cl&-, Cy = 0 and Co, = J U U, hence ?Z” is a proper 
ring family, Similarly, gdu is a proper ring family. In the intersection 
~“={C,“nD~:C,UE~U,D~E~uandC,UUD~=JUU}, 
all members C,” n D:! with S # T have some element in U, while the members 
with S = T are disjoint from U. The deletion of U in the incidence matrix of _Y?’ 
yields therefore A (up to duplicate rows). 0 
3. Polyhedral description of intersections 
Given a lattice matrix A, consider the family .9 of subsets of which A is the 
incidence matrix. In Sections 3 and 4, we are concerned with the polyhedral 
description of 9, i.e. with describing CONV(A) as the solution set of a system of 
inequalities. The approach chosen here is to find a polyhedral description for a 
prototype case, namely intersections of ring families, and then derive from it the 
description of CONV(A) using Theorem 2.6. Note that a similar approach could 
have been taken using as a prototype the dicuts example and Theorem 2.5. 
3.1. Intersections in a representing graph 
Consider the intersection .Y! = (L E V: L = C n D, C E 59, D E 9 and C U D = 
V} of two proper ring families % and 9 on V. Let GW = (V, Eb) and G, = (V, E,) 
be the graphs representing % and g = {D = V - D: D E 9}, and form the union 
graph H = (V, Eb U E,). We can think of H as an edge-bicolored graph, with Eh 
being blue and E, being red. Clearly, % = {C s V: 6(C) rl Eb = 0}, 9 = 
{D c V: 6(D) fl E, = 0}, and H is blue-transitive and red-transitive, i.e. 
(u, u), (u, w) E & imply ( u, w) E E,,, and similarly for E,. Let H be called the 
graph representing 2. A b - r-path in H is a path with node-set (u,, . . . , v~~+~), 
n 2 0, such that, if n 2 1, its edges are alternately blue and red and the first edge 
is blue. Note that a single node also is a b-r-path. A b-r-circuit is a circuit in H 
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with node-set (vr, . . . , ZJ*~+J, n 2 1, and edges alternately blue and red (i.e. a 
closed b-r-path). Given a set A E V, a b-r-handle of A is a b-r-path such that its 
extremities (ZJ, and uz,,+r) are in A, n Z= 1 and all its intermediary nodes are in V-A, 
or a b-r-circuit with exactly one node v1 in A and its edge with tail IJ~ being blue. 
Theorem 3.1. L E V is an intersection if and only if it has no b-r-handle. 
Proof. (i) Let L = C fl D be an intersection and suppose it has a b-r-handle P 
with (ordered), node-set (v,, . . . , uzn+,), n 2 1 (if the handle is a circuit, 
u, = vzn+,). Let S = {n2, . . . , uzn}. S n C n D = 0 and, since CUD = V, (S n 
C) U (S n D) is a partition of S. Observe next that u, E C, i odd, i 4 2n implies 
vi+1 E C since 6(C) fI E,, = 0, and vi E D, i odd and i > 1 implies vi_, E D since 
6(D) n E, = 0. Since vlr v~,,+~ E C fl D, v2 E S fI C and vzn 4 S f’ C, there must 
exist by the above observation vi E S n C, i even, i < 2n, and vi+, 4 S n C; but 
then vi+1 ES fl D, and by the second part of the observation, vi E S fl D. 
Therefore vi E S n C fI D, a contradiction. 
(ii) Suppose L E V has no b-r-handle. For any v 4 L, call a path with nodes 
(u,, . . . > vk), k > 1, a path from L to v if vr E L, vk = v and vi $ L, i > 1, and a 
path from v to L if vr = v, vk E L and vi 4 L, i <k. Let 
C = L U {v 4 L: 3 a path from L to v whose first edge is blue}, 
Then CE%, D’E~, D=D’UCE~, CUD=V and LgCflD=CnD’. 
Suppose there is v E (C fl 0’) - L. Then there is a path P from L to v whose first 
edge is blue and a path P’ from v to L whose last edge is red, hence PUP’ 
contains a path P with first edge blue, last edge red, extremities in L and 
intermediary nodes outside of L, or a circuit Q with exactly one node in L. 
Applying transitivity to successive edges of P (of Q) of same color, one obtains a 
b-r-handle of L, a contradiction. Hence L is an intersection. q 
3.2. Polyhedron 
Let (v,, . . . , v2n+l ) be a b-r-path P (b-r-circuit Q) of H. The O/f l-vector 
x E R” is called the alternating vector of P (of Q) if xVZ,+, = 1 for i = 0, . . . , n, 
X mr 
=-1 if nsl and i=l,..., n, and X, = 0 otherwise. Let Bi, i E I, be the 
alternating vectors of all b-r-paths of H, R,, j E J, the alternating vectors of all 
b-r-circuits of H and denote by B and R the matrices with rows Bi, i E I, and Ri, 
j EJ. We first establish that P* = {x E IF! “: x 2 0, Bx d 1, Rx 6 0} is an integer 
polyhedron by showing tdi-ness of the system and prove then that P* gives the 
polyhedral description of 2. 
Theorem 3.2. The system x 2 0, Bx =G 1, Rx s 0 is totally dual integral. 
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Proof. We shall give an algorithm which solves the dual linear program 
minimize ly s.t. y E R:, 2 E R:, yB + zR > c (3.1) 
with an integer solution y *, w* if c is integer. Note that (3.1) has an optimum 
solution for any c E [WV since any singleton yields an alternating vector which is a 
unit vector, i.e. B contains the identity matrix. 
A solution (y, z) of (3.1) . 1s called homogeneous if the submatrix of [g] whose 
rows correspond to the support of (y, z) has each of its columns either 
nonnegative or nonpositive. We show first in part (a) that (3.1) always admits a 
homogeneous optimal solution and exploit this fact in part (b) to construct such a 
solution. 
(a) Define the inhomogeneity vector h E rWy of an optimal solution (y, z) by 
h, := min{n:, A;}, 
where 
A~=~{yi:BiU=*l}+~{zi:Rj,=*l} for*=+, - andallvEV. 
Clearly, (y, z) is homogeneous if and only if its vector h is the zero-vector. If 
h # 0, we construct another optimal solution with inhomogeneity vector h G h, 
Ii #h. Let Y be a node with h,, f 0. There exist two alternating vectors, i.e. rows 
of [:I, in the support of (y, z), say d, and do with d, = 1, do, = -1. P and Q 
are b-r-paths or b-r-circuits. Assume first that P and Q are both circuits and let 
U = {v E V(P) U V(Q): d, . d, = -1) and E = min{z,, zp}, 
We show that there are b-r-circuits S,, k = 1, . . . , m, with alternating vectors d, 
satisfying 
supp(&) c supp(&) U supp(&), k = 1, . . . , m, (3.2) 
d, + d, = c {d,: k = 1, . . . , m}, (3.3) 
vEU+d,,=O, k=l,..., m, (3.4) 
v$Ujd,,;d,,z=O and d,;d,aO, k=l,. . . ,m. (3.5) 
Then (y, Z) defined by 
{ 
z* - E T = P, Q, 
ZT = Z,+E T=S,, k=l,..., m, 
ZT otherwise; 
is optimal and has an inhomogeneity vector fi =sh, lifh, since&=hh,forv$U 
and /& = h, - E for v E U. 
To find the circuits Si, . . . , S,, we proceed as follows: Define the subgraph 
F = (V(P) U V(Q), E(P) U E(Q)) of H. For any v E U, the two edges entering 
(leaving) v have different colors and, for v $ U, the edges entering v have one 
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color and the edges leaving u have the other color. Derive from F the subgraph 
F’ = (V(P) U V(Q), E’) by repeatedly applying the following two operations: (1) 
eliminate any pair (a, b) and (b, a) if the edges (a, b) and (b, a) have the same 
color; (2) replace any maximal unicolored path by an edge of same color between 
the start node and the end node of the path (this edge exists in H). For any node 
u of F’, its in-degree is equal to its out-degree, therefore F’ is decomposable into 
circuits S,, . . . , Sm. Any circuit of F’ is a b-r-circuit. Moreover, the nodes of F’ 
are of two types: a node ‘u is either isolated if it had an entering and a leaving 
edge of same color in F, or it has the same in- and out-degree and the same 
coloring of its incident edges as it had in F, namely edges entering v of one color 
and leaving v of the other color. The nodes of the first type are precisely the 
nodes of U. Properties (3.2) to (3.5) are then easily verified. 
Suppose now P is a b-r-path and Q a b-r-circuit. We can add a node q and two 
appropriately colored edges to H so as to extend P to a b-r-circuit. Using the 
same reasoning as above and removing at the end q from exactly one circuit S, 
yields a new optimal solution G, Z) with smaller inhomogeneity vector. The case 
where both P and Q are b-r-paths is analogous. 
(b) We state now the algorithm for (3.1). In order to simplify the exposition, 
we assume that H has no b-r-circuits (note that then z and R are removed in 
(3.1)). The general case shall be dealt with in a remark. 
Dual algorithm. 
(0) InH=(V,E,UE,), let V+:={VEV:C,Z=O} and V-:={v~V:c,<0}. 
(1) Construct the following node-constraint network G* = (V*, E*): V* consists 
of a copy of V+ (again denoted V’) and two copies of V-, denoted V’- and 
V2-, together with a source s and a sink t: 
v* := v+ u v’- u v2- u {s, t}. 
For v E V, denote its copies in I/+, V’-, V*- by v+, vi--, v2--, or by v* if it is 
obvious from the context which copy is meant. 
E* consists of the following edges: 
E* = {(s, v*), (v*, t): v* E v+ u v’-} 
U {(v*, w’-): v* E V+ U V2-, w’- E V’-, (v, w) E E,,} 
u {(w-l, v*): kv- E v’-, v*eV+UV2-,(w,v)~E,}. 
The lower and upper bounds on the nodes are: 
[&I*, %*I := 
{ 
[c,, ml, u* E V+, 
[O, ml, v* E v2-, 
to, -%I, v* E v’-. 
(2) Determine an integer s-t-flow f E RF” of minimum value /3. 
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(3) Decompose f into s-t-path flows, i.e. f = c {ai api: i = 1, . . _ , k}, where cri 
denotes the value of the path flow on path, say P,?, with incidence vector 
pi E rWf*. 
(4) Construct from the s-t-paths P’, i = 1, . . . , k, in G* the corresponding 
b-r-paths P;., i = 1, . . . , k, in H, and let y;:= q for P = P;, i = 1, . . . , k, and 
yg:=O otherwise. y* is an optimal solution of (3.1). 
Proof of the validity of the algorithm. First, by part (a), there exists an optimal 
solution y to (3.1) which is homogeneous. To y corresponds a feasible flow f in 
G* of value ly. Namely, denoting by B’ the submatrix of B whose rows 
correspond to the support of y, associate to each row i of B’, i.e. the alternating 
vector of a b-r-path P; of H, a path P,f from s to t in G* in the obvious way, and 
let a flow of value ye run on path Pj”. The superposition of these path flows 
yields J Therefore, the value p of the min flow f in step (2) is not greater than the 
minimum objective value, say w*, of (3.1). We show that p = w* by conversely 
associating to flow f a feasible solution y’ to (3.1) with value ly* = p. 
Note that G* has no circuits, for suppose (u,, . . . , ZJ,, = v,) G V* is a circuit 
and (w,, . . . , w,) are the corresponding nodes in V. There exist i, i with w, = wj 
and Wi, . . . , wj_, all distinct. By construction of G*, j > i + 1. If 2ri = vj then 
(w;, . . f , wj = w,) gives a b-r-circuit in H, else i > i + 2, vi E V’- and vj E V2- or 
vice-versa and (wi+l, . . . , Wj-1, w;+J gives a b-r-circuit in H, contradicting our 
assumption for H. Therefore the decomposition of flow f into path flows exists in 
step (3). 
Further, let P’ = (s, vl, . . . , v,, t) be a path in G* and (wr, . . . , w,) c V the 
corresponding path P; in H, then, by the same arguments as above, (wr , . . . , w,) 
is a b-r-path. Therefore y * of step (4) is well defined. y* is feasible, as for any 
VEV, wehave: 
and 
2 y’ - Bi, = c {ai: V+ E V(P,F)} =f(s(~‘)) 2 t?,+ for any v E V+, 
c y” . Bi, = c { ai: v2- E V(P:)} - c { ai: v’- E V(P”)} 
~ -C {a;: V1- E V(P,*)} 
= -f(s(v’-)) z= -u,~+ for v E V-. 
Moreover, ly* = w*, therefore y* is an optimal solution of (3.1). 
Remark. In the general case where H has b-r-circuits, the flow obtained in step 
(2) is decomposed into flows on paths P: and circuits Q,! of G*. Each Pt has to 
be further decomposed into one path and circuits (each Q; in at least one circuit) 
of H. This procedure is analogous to the decomposition of two intersecting 
circuits into homogeneous circuits in part (a). Details are left to the reader. 
Now, since c E Z”, flow f of step (2) as well as its decomposition in step (3) can 
be assumed integer, therefore the optimal solution y* provided by the algorithm 
is integer, concluding the proof of Theorem 3.2. 0 
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Theorem 3.3. B* = {x E R y: Bx s 1, Rx d 0) is a polyhedral description of 9. 
Proof. CF’* is an integer polyhedron since the system x 2 0, Bx s 1, Rx d 0 is tdi 
(Theorem 3.2) and has an integer right-hand side. Also, since P* G [0, l]“, the 
vertices of 9% are exactly the O/l-vectors in 9”. 
Let xL be the incidence vector of an intersection L and Bj a row of B, i.e. the 
alternating vector of a b-r-path P with node set V(P). We show BixL = B,(L) G 1. 
If L fl V(P) = 0, BixL = 0, otherwise denote by P,, . . , P,,, the maximal subpaths 
of P contained in L and ordered in the natural way. For 1 G k 6 m, let vk and wk 
be the first and last node of Pk, For any v in P with Bi,, = 1, the edge of P 
entering v is red and the edge of P leaving v is blue, if the edge is present. 
Therefore, for any 1~ k <m, Bi,* = 1 implies Bi,,+, = -1, otherwise the subpath 
of P from w, to vk+l is a b-r-handle of L. Hence, the sequence of the components 
of Bi which are in L does not contain any two consecutive l’s and BixL d 1. 
Analogously, R,x L s 0 is shown for an alternating vector Rj of a b-r-circuit. 
Hence xL E P* and is a vertex of P*. 
Conversely, let x be a O/l-vector in ??*, i.e. the incidence vector of some set S. 
If S $9, there exists a b-r-handle of S. Let B, be its alternating vector if the 
handle is a path (R, if the handle is a circuit). Then Bjx = B,(S) = 2(Rjx = R,(S) = 
l), contradicting x E P*. Hence any vertex of ??* is the incidence vector of an 
intersection. 0 
4. Polyhedral description of lattice matrices 
Let A E (0, l}sxJ be a lattice matrix. We now derive a polyhedral description 
of CONV(A). Consider 9 = {x E [wJ: Ax G l}. The polar CT* of ?? is the 
polyhedron ?P* = {x E k’: xz 4 1 for all z E P}. By standard polarity results [ll], 
the following holds: 
(??*)* = 9, (4.1) 
CONV(A) = B*, (4.2) 
8 = CONV(B, 0) + CONE(R) - rW< if and only if ?P* 
={x~[W$Bx~l,Rx~0}. (4.3) 
(We recall that a lattice matrix includes the zero row by definition.) 
Now, if A is the incidence matrix of an intersection 2, Theorem 3.3 describes 
the polar CONV(A) = P* = {x E rWy: Bx d 1, Rx G 0}: B, respectively R, is the 
matrix whose rows are the alternating vectors of all b-r-paths, respectively 
b-r-circuits in the graph representing 9. Moreover, the system is tdi (Theorem 
3.2). On the other hand, any lattice matrix results from the deletion of columns in 
some incidence matrix of intersections (Theorem 2.6). We only need the 
following additional result to obtain a polyhedral description of a lattice matrix. 
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Lemma 4.1. Given a matrix A’ E [w$x(Juu), let A E rWy” be the matrix obtained 
from A’ by deleting U, 9’~ {(x, u): x E I?‘, u E [w”, A’(x, u) s l}, P= {n: x E 
IJF’, Ax s l}, and denote by 9”* and L!?‘* the polars of 9” and 8. The following 
holds. 
(a) Zf CT’* = {(x, u): x 2 0, ~20, B’(x,u)~l, R’(x,u)<O}, then C??*= 
{ x:x 30, Bx < 1, Rx GO}, where B, respectively R, is obtained from B’ 
respectively R’, by contracting U. 
(b) Zf in (a) x 3 0, u 3 0, B’(x, u) c 1, R’(x, u) ~0 is tdi, then x 3 0, Bx c 1, 
Rx s 0 is tdi. 
Proof. (a) It is easy to see that 9 = {x E [wJ: 3(x, u) E P’}, i.e. 9 is a projection 
of 9” onto [wJ. Using (4.3), 
9” = CONV(B’, 0) + CONE(R’) - [wtuu, 
hence 
B = CONV(B, 0) + CONE(R) - rW<, 
and therefore 9* = {x: x 3 0, Bx s 1, Rx c O}. 
(b) Let c E ZJ and suppose the dual 8p 
minimize ly s.t. yB + zR SC, y, z 20 (D) 
has an optimal solution y*, z*. Denote by (P) the corresponding primal ep and 
by x* an optimal solution of (P). According to the partition J U ZJ, B ’ = (B, B”), 
R’ = (R, RU). Define c’ E ZJuu by c’ = (c, c”) where c” = [y*BU + z*RUJ. 
Consider 
minimize ly s.t. y(B, BU) + z(R, R”) SC, y, .z 20. (D’) 
y*, z* and (x*, 0) are feasible solutions to (D’) and (P’), therefore (D’) has an 
optimal solution and, since x 2 0, u 20, B’(x, a) s 1, R’(x, a) ~0 is tdi, an 
integer optimal solution y’, z’, which clearly is also optimal for (D). Therefore 
x>O, Bx~l, RXCO is tdi. Cl 
As a result, an approach for describing CONV(A) for any lattice matrix A is 
the following: (i) construct as in the proof of Theorem 2.6 an intersection Z” of 
two ring families such that the incidence matrix of JZeu after deletion of U is A; (ii) 
take the alternating vectors of b-r-paths and circuits of the graph representing 
JZ?‘, form the corresponding matrices B’ and R’ and contract U in B’ and R’, 
obtaining B and R. Then CONV(A) = {x: x b 0, Bx 6 1, Rx c 0} and moreover, 
the describing system is tdi. In the remainder of this section, by carefully 
examining this approach, we shall be able to derive B and R directly. 
Let A E (0, l}FxJ be a lattice matrix and consider 5% as the proper ring family 
of lower ideals of U defined in (2.1) ( i.e. Fs is identified with S). Let as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.6 Z” be the intersection of the ring families 
%” = {C,“= {i EJ: wf(S) = l} u S: S E S} 
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and 
~“={D,U={j~J:w,~(S)=O}US:S~9}. 
Let H = (J U U, Eb U E,) be the graph representing 2”. The alternating vectors 
of all b-r-paths and b-r-circuits as defined in Section 3.2 yield the rows of the 
matrices B’ and R’. 
Let P be any path in H. Call a subpath P’ of P with at least three nodes and 
having its extremities in J and its intermediary nodes in U a detour of P (in U). 
Call further a detour of P with exactly three nodes an elbow. Not all rows of B’ 
and R’ are necessary to describe CONV(A); the following lemma allows to limit 
ourselves to a certain type of b-r-paths and b-r-circuits in H. 
Lemma 4.2. Let P be a b-r-path of H with V(P) n J #0. Then there exists a 
b-r-path P’ of H, possibly P’ = 0, such that: 
(a) V(P’) G V(P) and the extremities of P’ are in J, 
(b) The detours of P’, if any, are elbows, 
(c) B&, b Blpi for all j E J. 
Proof. If V(P) G J, let P’ = P, so assume P has nodes in both J and U. If P starts 
in U, delete the beginning of P up to the first node of P in J that is the tail of a 
blue edge of P. Analogously, if the end node of P is in U, delete the nodes 
following the last node of P in J that is the head of a red edge of P. Clearly, if P’ 
denotes P after these deletions, P’ is a b-r-path satisfying (a) and (c). Suppose P’ 
has a detour with nodes (vi, . . . , v,), k > 3, and edges (e,, . . . , ek--l). H is 
blue-transitive and red-transitive. Moreover, for any edge e E y(U): 
eEE,, a (VSEF:t(e)ES+h(e)ES) e eEE,. 
Hence blue and red edges in y(U) are parallel. Therefore, if e, and ek E E,, (E,), 
there exists e E Eb (E,) with t(e) = vl, h(e) = wk. If e, E Eb (E,) and ek E E, (Eb), 
there is an elbow with edges e,, e where e E E, (E,,) and t(e) = v2, h(e) = uk, 
which we call a b-r-elbow (r-b-elbow). In any case, a detour can be bridged either 
directly or through an elbow, while maintaining a b-r-path, proving (b). q 
Similarly, if Q is a b-r-circuit of H with V(Q) n J # 0, there is a b-r-circuit (2’ 
of H such that V(Q’) E V(Q), the detours of Q’ are elbows and R,, = R, for all 
j E J. As a result, we can define a graph with node set restricted to J and edges of 
four types: 
H’ = (J, E;, U E: U E;, U E&,) 
where 
EL = Eb fl yH(J), E: = E, fl yH(J), and e E E&(E:,) 
if there is a b-r-elbow (r-b-elbow) from t(e) to h(e) in H. We can think of a 
b-r-edge e E EL, to be colored blue from its tail to its middle, and red from 
thereon to its head, and, similarly, of a r-b-edge e E E:b to be colored red and 
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then blue. The graph H’ is called the graph representing the lattice matrix A. (We 
shall also give in coming Lemma 4.4 an alternative and more direct construction 
of H’). 
The notions of b-r-path, b-r-circuit and vectors of b-r-paths and b-r-circuits 
extend now as follows. A b-r-path of H’ is a path starting with blue and ending 
with red and in which colors alternate at its intermediary nodes. A b-r-circuit is a 
closed b-r-path. The vector x E (0, fl}J is the vector of the b-r-path P (of the 
b-r-circuit Q) if Xi = 1 if P(Q) leaves j with color blue or enters j red, xj = -1 if 
P(Q) leaves j red, and Xj = 0 for j $ V(P). Summarizing, we have shown the 
following. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A E (0, l}sxJ be a lattice matrix, H = (J, Eh U E,. U Ebr U Erb) 
be the graph representing A, and B, respectively R, be the matrix whose rows are 
the vectors of all b-r-paths, respectively of all b-r-circuits of H. Then CONV(A) = 
{x E [wJ: x 3 0, Bx =Z 1, Rx 6 0} and the system x 3 0, Bx 4 1, Rx c 0 is tdi. 
A direct characterization of the graph representing A is now derived. Given a 
lattice matrix A E (0, l}sxJ, let fi, j EJ, be the columns of A. Recall that by 
Proposition 2.8, each column fi is represented by a weight function Wj on the ring 
family 9’ of lower ideals of U defined in (2.1) and the following equivalences 
hold: 
fi(S)=l G w,(F,)=l 9 sfEl$ands~$F, G S,!<SandST+S, 
where S,?, Sj are defined as in Proposition 2.8. 
Lemma 4.4. Let H = (J, Eb U E, U Ehr U Erh) be the graph representing the lattice 
matrix A. Then for any edge e of H with tail i and head j, the following holds: 
(i) eEE,,eSSjl<S;; 
(ii) e E E,@$G$; 
(iii) e E EbreSSj3<Sf; 
(iv) eEErbeS;<S: 
Proof. Consider eE E with t(e)=i, h(e)=j. By construction of H, eE E, if and only 
if for all SE%, w,?(F,) = 1 implies wf(Fs) = 1. But w:(Fs) = 1 es; E FseSSf c S, 
and wf(Fs) = 1 @Sf < S. Therefore e E Eh if and only if {S E 9: Si < S} c {S E 
9: Si 6 S}, i.e. if and only if St c Sf, proving (i). Next, e E E,efor all S E 4, 
w;(F,) = 1 implies w,T(&) = 1. Now w,T(Fs) = 1 a S? s S, therefore e E E,e {S E 
9:S+s}~{SE%S~~s}~s; < S!, establishing (ii). We conclude by showing 
(iii), the proof of (iv) being similar. e E Ebr if and only if there exists k E U such 
that for all SE 9, w:(Fs) = 1 implies k E Fs and k E Fs implies w,r(FY) = 1. 
Suppose there is a k such that both implications hold and denote by K the copy of 
k in 9. The first implication is then equivalent to KC Sj and the second to 
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S;G K, so that e E Ebr implies STcSf. Conversely, if STGS!, choose k =sT. 
Then K s Si and ST G K. Therefore e E Ebr, proving (iii). 0 
Remark. If the matrix A contains the J x J-identity matrix, then the system of 
Theorem 4.3 reduces to x 2 0, BX G 1. It can be shown that this system describes 
a special case of a so-called switching paths polyhedron [5]. 
5. Applications 
The polyhedral description of a general lattice matrix given above is now 
applied to the remaining two examples of Section 2.2. 
5.1. Polyhedral description of convex sets of bounded length 
The lattice matrix of interest (Proposition 2.3) is A E (0, 1}sxv where 
9 = {(C, 0): C E %, D E 9, C U D = V and f?(C II D) s k}, the columns fu of A 
are given by f,(C, D) = 1 if II E C f? D and = 0 otherwise, for all (C, D) E 9, and 
‘t (9) is the family of lower (upper) ideals of poset V. For any v E V, define 
C”=n{cE(e:uEC}, D,=~{DE~:vED}, 
K, = {w E V: 3 chain B with extremities v, w, w < v and E(B) > k}, 
L, = {w E V: 3 chain B with extremities, v, w, w > v and 8(B) > k}. 
We show that the three characteristic elements in column fu needed for the 
construction of the graph H representing A (see Lemma 4.4) are: 
S: = (C,,, K), (5.1) 
S’, = (L,, D,,), (5.2) 
s: = (C,, C,,). (5.3) 
First, (C,, J?,,) E 9: C,, K,E% and CE~ for any Cc%‘; K,GC,, hence 
C, UK, = V; for any chain B G C, nK,, B Uv c C,, rl K,, is also a chain of 
length 4?(B U v) b e(B), and by definition of K,, e(B U V) < k, hence .Y?(C,, n K,,) 
d k. Next, for any (C, D) E 9 with v E C fl D, C, G C; further, C n D n K,, 
= 0, and, since Ku G C, s C, D fl K,, = 0, i.e. D E l?,,. Thus (C,, K,,) is the 
minimum of sublattice {(C, D) E 9: v E C fl D}, proving (5.1). We omit the 
proof of (5.2) which is similar and proceed to (5.3), i.e. we show that (C,, Cl,,) is 
the minimum of 
Q = {(C, D) E 9: (C, D) + (L,, Du)} = {(C, D) E 9: C & L,, or D, & D}. 
First, (C,, C,,) E Q since v E D,, - (I?,, and hence D,, & c,. Next, take any 
(C, D) E Q. If C & L,, there exists w tl L, and a chain B between w and v, w 2 v, 
of length 8(B) > k. Then v E C, hence C, c C. Also v 4 D, otherwise B G C n 
D. But v 4 D implies D E c,. On the other hand, if D, & D, then v 4 D, hence 
D E c,,, and since C U D = V, v E C and C, E C, concluding the proof of (5.3). 
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Using Lemma 4.4 and (5.1) to (5.3), the graph H representing A is then 
characterized as follows: for any edge e with tail ‘u and head W: e E E,, if and only 
if C, c C,, and K,, c I?,, i.e. if and only if w 6 II in the poset. Similarly, one 
derives e E E,(3 w c v, e E Ebr@ w =S v and there exists a chain B between v and 
w of length 8(B) > k, and e E E,,e w c v. As a result, if G = (V, E) is the 
comparability graph of V (e E E if h(e) c t(e)), then H is obtained by making 
three copies of E, yielding Eb, E, and Erh, and inserting an edge e E Ebr from v to 
w for all v, w E V, w =S v, such that there is a chain of length greater than k 
between v and w. 
Thanks to this simple structure of H, we can partition the edges of the 
comparability graph: E = Ek U & where (v, w) E Ek if and only if there is a chain 
of length greater than k between v and w, and restrict ourselves to those vectors 
BP E (0, fl}” associated to paths P = (v,, . . . , v,), n 2 1, in G of the following 
type: 
B PVl =B -1 pv,- f 
BP~,= BP~,,, = 1 if II > 1, 1 s i <n and (vi, Vi+l) E Ek, 
BP,,, = -BP,,,+, if it > 1, 1 s i <n and (vi, vi+r E I!?,, 
(5.4) 
B, = 0 for v 4 V(P). 
Now, H has no circuits, and it is straightforward to see that the vector of any 
b-r-path of H is either a vector BP as defined above, or is dominated by such a 
vector. Hence, forming a matrix B whose rows are all vectors of type (5.4) and 
using Theorem 4.3, the following holds. 
Theorem 5.1. The polyhedral description of the family of all convex sets of length 
not greater than k is given by {x E [WV: x 2 0, Bx c l} and the system x 3 0, Bx 6 1 
is tdi. 
Note that in the antichain case (e = 1, k = l), B is-as expected-the incidence 
matrix of all chains. The case of unbounded convex sets (k large) yields a result of 
PI. 
5.2. Polyhedral description of dicuts 
Let G = (V, E) be an acyclic graph and .9 = {S s V: 6(S) = 0}. A column fe of 
the incidence matrix A E (0, l}9xE of the dicuts of G, is given by fe(S) = 1 if 
e E S(s) and f&S) = 0 otherwise. 
For any v E V, let K, = {w E V: there exists a path in G from v to w}. Clearly 
S E 9 and v E S implies K,, G S. Then for any i E E: 
S) = n {S E 9: i E S(S)} = Kh(i), 
S: = IJ {S E 9: i E S(S)} = V - {w E V: t(i) E K,}, 
s; = n {S E 9: S & s:> = &). 
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Hence by Lemma 4.4, for any edge e of H = (E, E,, U E, U U Erb) with t(e) = i 
h(e) = j: 
Let respectively R’ be the matrix whose rows are the vectors of all b-r-paths, 
respectively b-r-circuits of H. Then by Theorem 4.3, CONV(A) = {x E R”: x 2 
0, B’x s 1, R’x s 0). In fact, this result has a simpler form. 
In G = (V, E), departing from our convention of only considering directed 
paths and circuits, call P an (elementary) path with node-set (vi, . . . , u,+~) and 
edge-set (e,, . . . , e,), n > 1, if either t(ei) = vi and h(ei) = vi+,, or h(e,) = vi and 
t(e,) = vi+,, 1 s i 6 n; following standard terminology, ei is either forward or 
backward. If v1 = v,+, , call the path a circuit. The vector of a path P (circuit Q) is 
the vector x E [WE given by X, = 1 if e is forward in P, x, = - 1 if e is backward in P, 
and X, = 0 otherwise. For the remainder of this section, any path or circuit in G, 
and in G only, is meant in the above sense. 
Let B be the matrix whose rows are the vectors of all paths with first and last 
edge forward, and R the matrix whose rows are the vectors of all circuits. 
Theorem 5.2. The polyhedral description of the family of all dicuts of G is given 
by {x E IWE: x20, Bx~l, Rx<O} andthesystemx>O, Bxsl, RxsOistdi. 
Proof. Any vector BP of a path with edges (e,, . . . , e,) in G is the vector of a 
b-r-path in H with node-set (e,, . . . , e,): for 1~ i =S n, the four cases (e,, e,,,) 
being (forward (f), backward (b)), (b, f), (f, f), and (b, b) correspond to the cases 
(e;, ei+r) E &, & Ebr and &,. A similar claim holds for the vector of a circuit of 
G. Hence B and R are submatrices of B’ and R’. 
Next, for any vector Bb, of a b-r-path P’ of H, there exists a vector B, of a 
path in G and vectors Rk, k E K, of circuits Qk in G such that BP and Rk, k E K, 
are rows of B and R, and 
Namely, let (e,, . . . , e,) be the nodes of P’ in H. An edge of P’ joining ei to e,+,, 
1 s i <n, means that there is a path Pi in G from t(ei) or h(ei) to t(ei+I) or h(e,+,). 
e starts in t(ei) if BL,, = -1 and h(e,) if BL., = 1; it ends in t(e,+,) if Bb,,,,, = 1 and 
h(e,+J if B&+, = -1. There exists therefore a possibly non-elementary path plr 
in G with concatenated edge-set (e,, E(P,), e2, E(P,), . . . , E(P,_*), e,). P” might 
traverse an edge e more than once, say d, times in forward direction and &. times 
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in backward direction. Since all edges of the Pi’s are forward, 
B k,, d de - de for all e E E. (5.6) 
P” can be decomposed into an elementary path P, a collection of elementary 
circuits Qk, k E K, and non-elementary circuits consisting of one edge traversed 
forward and backward. The vectors BP of P and Rk of Qk, k E K, satisfy 
B, + C {R,,: k E K} = de - de for all e E E, establishing (5.5). 
Similarly, any row of R’ can be covered by a sum of rows of R. Hence 
{x E R”: ~~O,B~~~,R~~O}={XE[W~:X~O, B’x~l,R’x~O} 
and x 2 0, Bx G 1, Rx s 0 is tdi. q 
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